
1CleaningKitchen

The dual functioning bottle is used for application of this product, and allows
you to clean efficiently without your hands becoming soiled. The easy to grip,
mouse shaped bottle allows you to apply force easily and finish beautifully even
on large surfaces, without creating unevenness. This product includes orange
oil and specially-treated abrasive compounds which are softer than the glass
top plate, can remove persistent oily dirt or scorched residue.

Induction Heater
85g

4975759205333

ZV9H57FJUMKPNNNV

20533

506 195 390W H D mm

Case dimension

5.6 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

This cleaning product allows you to remove stubborn scorched residue,
darkening and rust from surfaces in the kitchen, as if you are erasing words
with a typical eraser. The dual structure containing both hard layer and soft
layer will help adjust to eliminate both heavy and light residue as needed. This
product can also be used on some gardening tools, metallic surfaces of
bicycles or pipes and tiles found in the bathroom.

Magical Dual Eraser for Scorched Residue, Darkening and Rust
1pc

4975759205395

ZV9H57FJUMKPNTPV

20539

312 213 200W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

HK-39
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningInterior

By just softly wiping, the Wonder Cloth for Mirror Glass can remove unwanted
residue and dust completely, and restore the mirror's glass to its original
transparency. Furthermore, this product's strong foggy-free effects do not allow
fog to reoccur. This product is a neutral, scent-free type and skin friendly.

Directions
1. Take out one sheet from the package.
2. If the sheet gets dirty, refold it and continue to use a cleaner side.
3. If desired area is extremely dirty, lightly wipe off dirt, and afterward finish with
a cleaner side of the sheet.
* In case white streaks remain after wiping, wipe over again with a dry, clean
cloth.
* Seal the package firmly, in order to prevent the sheets from drying out.

Wonder Cloth for Mirror Glass
(300×265mm)×10 sheets

4975759206224

ZV9H57FJUMKQMMOV

20622

415 225 420W H D mm

Case dimension

5.7 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Cleaning Sheet for Wallpaper can remove dirt, dust, hand and fingerprint stains
or tar clogging on any wallpaper, and high-tech fibers scrape them off
completely. Blended anti-bacterial agents maintain cleanliness on the wallpaper
preventing bacteria breeding commonly caused by dew condensation.  This
product is a neutral, scent-free type and skin friendly. 

Directions
1. Take out one sheet from the package.
2. Do not rub with excessive force.
3. If the sheet gets dirty, refold it and continue to use a cleaner side.
4. If desired area is extremely dirty, lightly wipe off dirt, and afterward finish with
a cleaner side of the sheet.
* You can attach it to commercial floor wipers.
* Seal the package firmly, in order to prevent the sheets from drying out.

Cleaning Sheet for Wallpaper
(300×200mm)×8 sheets

4975759206248

ZV9H57FJUMKQMOSV

20624

410 224 352W H D mm

Case dimension

8.5 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Plastic Cleaner can remove dirt and minor scratches while simultaneously
creating a beautiful hue and transparency. This product’s antistatic properties
prevents dust and dirt from adhering.

Plastic Cleaner(Home Care)
43g

4975759205050

ZV9H57FJUMKPKPKV

20505

402 212 211W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Can be used for soft metallic products such as silver, copper or tin. Silver &
Copper Polish prevents rust from reoccurring, and maintains a long lasting
shine.

Silver & Copper Polish
50g

4975759205036

ZV9H57FJUMKPKNQV

20503

402 212 402W H D mm

Case dimension

4.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



2CleaningInterior

Metal Polish can remove dirt and rust from stainless steel, casting, brass, 
chrome or aluminum products, and restores original luster. This product also
prevents rust from reoccurring. 

Metal Polish
50g

4975759205043

ZV9H57FJUMKPKONV

20504

402 212 211W H D mm

Case dimension

4.5 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Furniture Polish enhances gloss on wood furniture and protects it from dirt and
scratches. This product also removes other unwanted residue such as hand
stains or yellowing.

Furniture Polish
40g

4975759205074

ZV9H57FJUMKPKROV

20507

402 212 211W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CoatingElectronics

Dirt repellent coating for glass touchscreens helps keep them clean. Extremely
smooth finish makes screen easier to use. Average durability of up to 30 days.

Directions
1. Clean the screen first to remove any grease and dust. 
2. Open the cap and press a tissue onto the tip to release excess pressure.
3. Apply to the entire screen, working from the centre outwards.
4. Wipe off immediately with a tissue and do not touch the screen for at least 2
hours.

iGlaco for Smartphones
3ml

4975759102946

ZV9H57FJULKMTOQV

10294

465 180 181W H D mm

Case dimension

2.1 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningElectronics

This special sheet scrapes off dirt and absorbs it without scratches and streaks.
Rewiping is not necessary and it removes dust and dirt caused by oily or finger
prints completely, by just wiping lightly over the desired area. Antistatic agents
preventing dust from adhering, and allergy resistant agents are combined. This
product's sheet is big enough to clean up to a 60 inch large screen perfectly.

Directions
1. Power off the screen.
2. If hard dirt adheres to the screen, remove it in advance. 
3. Take out one sheet from the package.
4. Do not rub with excessive force. When removing unwanted residue, wipe it
off applying force little by little.
5. If the sheet gets dirty, refold it and continue to use a cleaner side.
* Seal the package firmly, in order to prevent the sheets from drying out.

Cleaning Sheet for Liquid Crystal
8 sheets

4975759206378

ZV9H57FJUMKQNRSV

20637

410 224 245W H D mm

Case dimension

4.1 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningWindows

Window Cleaning Wipes have a special three layer structure, which can
remove dirt with upper and lower layers, and absorb dirt retaining it within the
middle layer. It gets rid of tar and stains, and restores the original transparency
of the glass. It is very convenient in cleaning sash bars, home electric
appliances and car windows. 

Window Cleaning Wipes
10 sheets (265×300mm)

4975759206033

ZV9H57FJUMKQKNNV

20603

276 232 410W H D mm

Case dimension

5.0 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

By simply wiping, Screen Window Cleaning Wipes allow you to clean the
screen window and sanitize at the same time due to the products' anti-bacterial
effects. Included dirt free components do not require you to clean the screen
window so often. It is an eco-friendly and a human friendly product with
detergent components that are neutral and friendly to skin. Petroleum solvents
and contaminated substances are NOT included.

Screen Window Cleaning Wipes
7 sheets (200×300mm)

4975759206125

ZV9H57FJUMKQLMPV

20612

276 232 410W H D mm

Case dimension

7.5 kg

Case weight

60
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningBathroom

Washstand Coating Liquid creates a water repellent & antifouling coating while
cleaning, and prevents unwanted residue from adhering to the surface of the
washstand, which can easily accumulate toothpaste or soap residue. A special
blended of anti-bacterial agents maintain cleanliness for a long period of time.

Washstand Coating Liquid
280ml

4975759207016

ZV9H57FJUMKRKLQV

20701

400 180 285W H D mm

Case dimension

6.8 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

2 different kinds of super micro abrasive particles can efficiently remove various
unwanted residue such as water stains, ring stains and darkening from surface,
without damaging sensitive ceramic material.  Natural plant extraction,
detergent components are very mild and friendly to your hands and skin. A
special blend of anti-bacterial agents maintain cleanliness and comfort around
anywhere else you use water where mold and bacteria can usually occur.

Ceramic Cleaner
120ml

4975759205128

ZV9H57FJUMKPLMSV

20512

448 214 277W H D mm

Case dimension

6.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Super micro abrasive particles prevent materials from scratching and removes
scales, water stains, soap residue, oil, and dirt while polishing. Natural plant
extraction, detergent components are very mild and friendly to your hands and
skin. A special blend of anti-bacterial agents maintain cleanliness and comfort
around bathroom where mold and bacteria can easily occur.

Bathroom Cleaner
120ml

4975759205135

ZV9H57FJUMKPLNPV

20513

448 214 277W H D mm

Case dimension

6.2 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningLeather

Stain Eraser for Natural Tanned Leather can remove dirt from leather products
such as: shoes, bags, belts or jackets. It is as easy as if you were erasing
words with an eraser. It does not require you to use water and cleanser, which
does not leave any unwanted stains or spots. Includes convenient to carry
protection case. If you bring it in your bag, you can use it easily wherever you
are and whenever you want.

＜Natural Tanned Leather＜
Abrasive compounds are not included so there is no damage to the leather
surface after unwanted residue is removed. The eraser shavings are splatter-
proof and are very soft. We recommend you use this product specifically for
white leather where dirt is easily visible.
 <Suede Leather>
This eraser is shaped with exclusive, extra fine fibers. It gently removes dirt
from suede leather or velour which can easily be damaged.

Directions:

Stain Eraser - Natural Smooth Leather
Natural Smooth Leather 1pc

4975759205357

ZV9H57FJUMKPNPRV

20535

230 230 190W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Stain Eraser for Natural Tanned Leather can remove dirt from leather products
such as: shoes, bags, belts or jackets. It is as easy as if you were erasing
words with an eraser. It does not require you to use water and cleanser, which
does not leave any unwanted stains or spots. Includes convenient to carry
protection case. If you bring it in your bag, you can use it easily wherever you
are and whenever you want.

＜Natural Tanned Leather＜
Abrasive compounds are not included so there is no damage to the leather
surface after unwanted residue is removed. The eraser shavings are splatter-
proof and are very soft. We recommend you use this product specifically for
white leather where dirt is easily visible.
 <Suede Leather>
This eraser is shaped with exclusive, extra fine fibers. It gently removes dirt
from suede leather or velour which can easily be damaged. 

Directions:

Stain Eraser - Suede
Suede 1pc

4975759205364

ZV9H57FJUMKPNQOV

20536

230 230 190W H D mm

Case dimension

3.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Leather & Vinyl Polish efficiently removes dirt and yellowing from natural and
artificial leather products, and creates a rich texture and smoothness on the
surface.

Leather & Vinyl Polish
43g

4975759205067

ZV9H57FJUMKPKQRV

20506

402 212 211W H D mm

Case dimension

3.8 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1Rust removalOther

By simply rubbing, Rust Eraser allows you to remove red rust and stubborn 
residue from a selected surface as if you were using an eraser.

Rust Eraser(Home Care)
1pc (15×25×75mm) 

4975759205104

ZV9H57FJUMKPLKOV

20510

250 212 174W H D mm

Case dimension

4.0 kg

Case weight

50
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CoatingOther

The latest ultra-hydrophobic technology in the form of a handy spray, Veilsista
makes the surface of your umbrella powerfully resistant to wetting - the water
just bounces off! Keep your hands, clothes, and carpets dry, and keep your
umbrella cleaner for longer!

Veilsista
300ml

4975759207023

ZV9H57FJUMKRKMNV

20702

320 198 248W H D mm

Case dimension

6.8 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

HK-702
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code



1CleaningOther

A foam spray that cleans masks quickly with no need for soaking. Just spray
onto the mask, gently agitate by hand, and rinse to remove makeup, sweat,
pollen, food detritus, etc. Antibacterial and deodorising effect from included
0.05%+ benzalkonium chloride. (Not guaranteed to kill every bacterium.)

Cleanicle Shampoo for Masks
200ml

4975759206743

ZV9H57FJUMKQRONV

20674

451 201 228W H D mm

Case dimension

8.4 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

HL-74
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


